
You could watch as just $2,000 blossoms into $65,580 — $5,000
transforms into $163,950 or.

Colorado and Washington’s recent legalization of recreational
marijuana has set this brand new market on fire! By acting on
Green and Hill Industries (GHIL) – you’re getting a front row

seat to GIANT-SIZED returns!

Greetings,

Whether you condone the use of marijuana, whether medicinally or recreationally, or not – there is one
absolute truth...

Its legalization in the states of Colorado and Washington have opened up a brand new market for investors to
make BILLIONS over the next few years.

The price surge these “pot stocks” experienced since the beginning of 2014 was bigger and more amazing

than anybody could have predicted – but those price surges could be just the beginning as many more states
are looking to legalize marijuana use to take advantage of the tax revenue spikes.



advertisement, see important disclaimer below

There’s no doubt that with each state that votes “yes” – we could see these profit-producing price surges in

the triple and even quadruple digit percentages!

Take a look at what happened to just a few of the “pot stock” prices after January 1st of 2014:

And these are just a few of the companies of the many that made early investors RICH!

However...

Since then, everybody’s been searching for that next new “pot stock” that will churn out the type of profits
investors have come to expect out of this explosive new market.

Enter Green & Hill, the parent company of Ross' Gold (GHIL) – the company poised to become the
very FIRST branded medical marijuana company in the world – and could soon find themselves as the "Coca-
Cola" of pot world.

Let me say that again, with GHIL currently
developing their own brands of cannabis, you

could soon find Ross' Gold being sold in both
Canada and the United States as the FIRST,
branded and publicly traded marijuana stock.

Even more, they’ve already started securing a
partnership with trusted distributor, Canada
Health – so they have everything in place to

begin their journey to the top of their market.

As a seasoned and well-informed investor, I don’t have to tell you what being THE name in this newly legal
industry means to potential profits...

Nor do I have to tell you that those companies that strike first are going to be the ones that succeed.
However, I will tell you that GHIL is already positioning themselves at the front of the pack...

And now that they’ve just gone public – you can take advantage of one of the biggest fortune-building
opportunities to hit Wall Street since the tech stocks of the late 90s.



opportunities to hit Wall Street since the tech stocks of the late 90s.

I’ve Made A Career Of Finding Winning Stocks –

And GHIL Could Just Be My Biggest Winner Yet!

Before we go any further, I should introduce myself...

My name is Eric Dickson, Editor, lead analyst and founder of Breakaway Stocks – and I’ve dedicated my
professional life to finding the biggest winning stocks the market has to offer.

Since I started my career as a stock analyst, I’ve seen thousands of prospective winners come across my
desk – all with the potential to make my readers an incredible amount of money.

You may remember one of my more recent FREE picks (like GHIL is), Lot 78 (LOTE) – a stock that I was
able to get my readers in at 99 cents and soared all the way above $23…

Or maybe you were on board with a few other of my FREE picks like FCPG, HHWW or KNKT that all
soared above 300%.

My paid newsletter subscribers have raked in the profits as well as EGLE, LHPT, ANOS and HGSI all
returned TRIPLE-DIGIT gains – some in as little as a few days!

I’m proud to say, I’ve had more than just a few winners in my time, but I’ve got to tell you –

everything could pale in comparison to the types of gains we can make on GHIL.

By becoming the first branded medicinal marijuana company in the world, GHIL could be offering us a profit
opportunity unlike anything we’ve ever seen before.

And it’s all thanks to one of the most unconventional entrepreneurs to ever set foot into the business world.

How Ross Rebagliati’s Unprecedented Journey

From Olympic Gold Medal Winner To The Darling Of Wall

Street Could Mean Your Key To Financial Freedom

You may remember the name Ross Rebagliati from the 1998 Olympic
games in Nagano, Japan. He won a Canadian gold medal in

snowboarding the first year the sport was added as an Olympic event,
but that wouldn’t be why his name sounds so familiar...

Unfortunately, Ross became famous for a much different reason; he was
stripped of his gold medal when THC was found during the screening

process.A heart wrenching development of what many were calling a

Cinderella moment of the games. Luckily, the story doesn’t end there...

If Ross Rebagliati is one thing – it’s tenacious. It’s a trait that’s carried

him through a professional snowboarding career spanning more than two



him through a professional snowboarding career spanning more than two
decades. It’s also responsible for his response to the Olympic committee

– in which he fought for and won the reinstatement of his Gold medal.

For many Olympians, this is where the story would end – except for

maybe a few more professional races and convention appearances – but

as we’ve already talked about, Ross is tenacious.

And smart...

He parlayed his Olympic journey into multi-million dollar ventures – including real estate development and

residential construction – where he has made himself and other investors a lot of money.

Until now, he’s only been making money for people lucky enough to find themselves in his inner circle...

But as GHIL has just gone public, he’s giving you the same chance he gave only his closest friends – and
that’s the chance to build a fortune as more and more US states sign on to legalize the use of pot – whether for

medicinal or recreational use.

The marijuana movement is happening...

The first wave of pot stocks was pretty small, in fact, most people didn’t even notice it – except for those who
moved fast and got in early on stocks like MDBX, CANV or GWPH...

Those were the investors who made a killing – and you could bet they’re ready to let a LOT of those profits
ride – and GHIL could very well be the industry’s next QUADRUPLE-digit winner.

But you have to move fast...

3,279% Gains Could Be Yours For The Taking!

Here’s Why.

I know what you’re thinking...

“Where is the proof that I’m could make almost 33 times
my money with GHIL.”

Well, we don’t need to look any farther than one of the
industry’s biggest names – Medbox Inc. (MDBX). You see, in

the last part of 2012, MDBX started making some noise – not
only in the marijuana industry – but all over Wall Street...

And it didn’t take long for this noise to translate into profits.

On November 1, of 2012 you could have bought shares of

MDBX for just $2.90 – not necessarily a “cheap” stock – but
definitely affordable for the average investor and Wall Street

Fat-cat alike. Those that got in on November 1st or before



Fat-cat alike. Those that got in on November 1st or before

found themselves on a thrill ride unlike many stocks can offer...

Because a little over 2 months later, MDBX shares settled in at $98 – for an astounding gain of 3,279%! That

means anybody who would have bought $30,500 worth of shares at $2.90 and sold at $98... could have
become instant MILLIONAIRES!

That in itself is an amazing story, but there’s a twist to the tale...

I mentioned how MDBX “settled in” at $98 – this is an important point, because before that – MDBX was a

little volatile. To ease your mind, it never dropped below $2.90 again, in fact, it never got below $10 again. If it
just stayed at $10 – investors were STILL looking at a healthy 244% profit. But MDBX went a lot higher than

that – even higher than $98...

On November 15th, MDBX spiked a whopping 6,968%!! Meaning that investors who were able to sell a

meager $5,000 worth of their initial investment in MDBX could have landed them an unbelievable $348,400!

Now, I’m not saying that this is definitely going to happen to GHIL – but the simple fact of the matter is...It

COULD very well happen.

That’s why I can’t urge you enough – consider buying GHIL today – when shares can potentially be as cheap

as we ever see them again!

However...

What’s important to remember is, even if GHIL doesn’t even come close to 3,279% gains...

We Could STILL Watch GHIL Jump to $2.97 In Just WEEKS!!

Yes, saying GHIL could jump 271% in just weeks may be a bold proclamation – but this isn’t something

that’s just being pulled out of thin air – the numbers back it up!

It all comes down to market capitalization.

advertisement, see important disclaimer below

You see, while the industry is very young, investors around the world see the emerging opportunity that this

once taboo and illegal market offers as it becomes more and more accepted (and more importantly,
decriminalized) – and they’re all jumping on every stock as soon as it debuts.

It’s a common practice across the entire board of pot stocks...



The fact that this keeps happening has

the valuation of these companies soaring –
so much so that when NASDAQ.com
recently put out a report – the numbers

were astonishing.

Take a look for
yourself...

Impressive? Sure, but it wasn’t their

price that caught my attention...

No, it was what these companies’ value
came in at. Out of 20 of these types of
stocks, the average market cap is $297.5

Million.

That’s important so I wanted to repeat
it...

Even with some of these stocks

priced under 50 cents – they’re still
averaging $297.5 Million in market



averaging $297.5 Million in market
capitalization. This is BIG! HUGE

even.

Because it means that it might not be
long till GHIL find themselves in the same
position (or even BETTER) – if it happens

– the shares you can get right now for
under $1 could be worth $2.97 in just
weeks! $16 in just months! And...

$26 before it’s all said and done!!

Can you see why Wall Street is going nuts for pot stocks?! And as I’ve already said, it’s just the beginning.

Each State That Votes “YES” On Decriminalizing Marijuana

Means $$$$ In The Pockets Of Early Investors In GHIL!

Let’s talk frank here, we all know that marijuana is illegal in most of the US – as of right now, there are only
20 states (including D.C.) that allow the use cannabis for medicinal reasons. And...

Out of those 20 states, only TWO – Washington and Colorado – have decriminalized marijuana completely
for recreational use.

BUT...

More and more states are seeing how loosening up their current marijuana laws can benefit them through tax
revenue, as well as making sure their prisons have room for real criminals.

This November, 15 more states are looking to allow the medicinal use of marijuana – including traditionally
conservative states such as Florida, Arizona, Alabama and Louisiana.

A huge number for sure – but pales in comparison to the amount of states looking to decriminalize marijuana
all together...

19 states in total are looking to legalize marijuana for the recreational use within their borders.
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Now, the truth is, in many of these states – the voters will shoot it down.
Maybe not by landslide type numbers, but more than likely, many of these
states will find that their laws on marijuana will remain unchanged...

However, it’s bound to pass – whether medicinally or recreationally – in
at least a few of the states, and when it does, we could very well see a
bump in share price of GHIL.

How much of a bump?

Well, let’s take another look at how some of GHIL’s competitors did
when Colorado and Washington started selling pot for recreational use on
January 1st of this year.

And that’s with just TWO states legalizing marijuana for recreational use – imagine what’s going to happen if
JUST 2 more states vote yes...

Or more! It’s a virtual lock to happen...

And an epic event like this would surely have an immediate impact on shares of "pot stocks" like GHIL.

Imagine, watching as GHIL transforms your $5,000 into a blindingly fast $10,550?

Or $14,150? Or.

A whopping $103,400?!



It could happen... and if it does, it’s going to happen fast! And GHIL is giving you the chance to walk away
rich!

Jumping On Pot Stocks Now Is Like...
Getting Into Oil Before The World Knew About Cars...

Or Getting Into Tech Stocks Before The World Knew About
The Internet – It’s THAT Big!

There’s something we need to realize as investors...

We’re not going to become the Rockefeller of Marijuana stocks nor the Bill Gates of Pot companies – but

that doesn’t mean we’re not going to get the chance to make a lot of money.

Don’t get me wrong, while it would be nice to be a Billionaire
– the simple fact is, we’ll have to settle with getting in early on
the company that could be the “Standard Oil” or “Microsoft”

of their industry...

Remember, by giving us a chance to turn just a meager
$2,000 investment into $65,580 – GHIL could be the one

stock we buy this year that gives us the kind of returns every
investor dreams about!

They’re currently developing their own unique brands of
medicinal marijuana as we speak – they’re already developing

a partnership with an established distributor, Health Canada –
we could see Ross’ Gold on the shelves before the summer
ends!

If you wait till that happens, it may be too late to lock in the
kinds of profits we’re talking about...

Do yourself a favor – consider grabbing as many shares of GHIL as you can
comfortably afford – it’s the only way to ensure that you’re getting a chance at

those potential 3,278% gains!

And I urge you...

Do it fast!

Because...

If An Aggressive Bidding War
ERUPTS Over GHIL – It’s Early Investors

Who Stand To Make The Most Gains!

“Buyout...”

Just the mere mention of the word has been known to send shares of a company through the roof – regardless



Just the mere mention of the word has been known to send shares of a company through the roof – regardless
of their industry or who's looking to acquire them.

And with the medicinal marijuana market being so new, if there’s going to be a time when we see companies
gobbling each other up – it’s going to be now!

That’s how it works...

The companies all jockey for position at the top of the mountain – some will be bought, some will do the

buying – all while solidifying the industry by putting a few “Big Boys” at the top.

The question is: Could GHIL be buying or be bought out?

The answer is surprising...

It doesn't matter!

Regardless of whether GHIL buys up some smaller companies to put different profit streams in play, or they
find themselves in the middle of a high-priced and aggressive bidding war – it’s investors like YOU who pocket

the profits!

CANV, GWPH, MDBX, CANN – any one of these
companies could throw their hat in the ring and put in an offer
for GHIL...

I mean, who wouldn’t want to control what could potentially
be the first, BRANDED medical marijuana company?

If this happens, you could expect shares to shoot up HUGE –
quite literally – overnight.

But...

GHIL could soon find themselves in the driver’s seat – calling
the shots in their market – and could end up making a play for
any one of these or a handful of other companies out there that

could expand their already impressive operation.

Which is the secret to surviving in business – multiple revenue
streams.

Either scenario is a very REAL possibility...

But to take advantage you have to be there… and the only way to be there before a potential buyout or new



But to take advantage you have to be there… and the only way to be there before a potential buyout or new
acquisition is to look into shares of GHIL today!

Don’t sit this one out on the sidelines...

You’re financial freedom could be just a call or click away!

The Time Is NOW! Secure

Your Spot To Grab A Potential
3,278% WINDFALL!

Numbers and statistics don’t lie...

GHIL has everything they need in place to become a pot stock powerhouse!

By becoming the FIRST, branded and publicly traded medical marijuana company – GHIL could be giving
you the chance to walk away from the table 3,278% RICHER!

They’re creating their unique blends right NOW and have already discussed a partnership with a trusted

distributor – we could see Ross’ Gold on shelves of licensed marijuana dispensaries as early as this fall!

If you wait till that point, your chance at the really BIG profits will most likely have come and gone.

Do yourself a favor – consider calling your discount broker or logging in to your online trading account right
NOW! Give them the ticker symbol GHIL – if it’s under $2 – it’s not too late for you to walk away with
HUGE gains!

Hesitate much longer, and you could find yourself on the outside, looking in.

Consider buying GHIL today!

Profits For All,

Eric Dickson
Editor, Breakaway Stocks

P.S. Don’t forget, by becoming the first, BRANDED medicinal marijuana company – GHIL is giving you the
chance to be on the bottom floor of what could be the “Coca- Cola” of the legalized cannabis industry.
Consider buying shares right now!

P.P.S. If GHIL finds themselves valued at the industry average of $297.5 Million – the shares you can buy right
now for less than $1 could soon be worth $2.97 or more in just WEEKS!! If you want to be there to profit,
you have to lock in your chance NOW! Call your broker TODAY!



Staying One Step Ahead
Of The Market Is Easy...

With the Internets most comprehensive newsletter,
Flagler Financial Group and Small Cap Fortunes!

With information and strategies on the hottest
stocks tips and investing techniques... it will
change the way to look at making money -

Sign Up!

Visit a Brokerage Site Now to Purchase Shares

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This advertising issue of Breakaway Stocks does not purport to provide an analysis of any company’s financial position, operations or

prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Breakaway Stocks or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Green and Hill Industries, (GHIL), the

company featured in this issue, appears as paid advertising by Development Solutions Co. Ltd. to provide public awareness for GHIL. Breakaway Stocks and List Data Solution

(LDS) have used outside research and writers using public information to create the advertisement coming from Breakaway Stocks about GHIL. Although the information contained

in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Breakaway Stocks and LDS makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herein and accepts no liability for how

readers may choose to utilize the content. All commodity, stock prices and theoretical projections were current as of the writing of this advertisement. Prices and projections may not

be current as of the dissemination of this advertisement. Readers should perform their own due-diligence, including consulting with a licensed, qualified investment professional

or analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due diligence on this or any other

advertised company. Breakaway Stocks is not offering securities for sale. An offer to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states

and provinces for which they are approved. Many states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with

http://www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information filed

with state securities regulators and many will supply investors with additional information on request. LDS has managed a total production budget of up to $200,000 per week for

advertising efforts and will retain any amounts over and above the cost of production, copywriting services, mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its services.

Breakaway Stocks is paid $5,000 as an editorial fee from LDS and also expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More information can be

received from GHIL’s investor relations firm. Further, specific financial information, filings and disclosures as well as general investor information about publicly traded companies

like GHIL, advice to investors and other investor resources are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment

should be made only after consulting with a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of and other information about the

company and verifying that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk especially as to new companies

with limited operations and no history of earnings. The information contained herein contains forward-looking Information within the meaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of

1993, as amended, and section 21e of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In

accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, GHIL notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include

http://www.twitter.com/HotStockTweeter
http://www.trade.com/
https://www.scottrade.com/
https://www.fidelity.com/
https://www.schwab.com/
https://www.tdameritrade.com/


accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, GHIL notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include

everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect the Company’s actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to

differ include the size and growth of the market, the Company’s ability to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues

etc.


